


FLAWLESS 

Aesthetics

Modern luminaire design 
gives the SR Series its flaw-
less aperture appearance, 
free of any before-lamp 
images, while a variety of 
premium reflectors add style 
and versatility to any space.

UnpArALLELEd  

Light Quality

With 90+ CRI, the SR Series 
heightens the color quality 
of the space below it to beau-
tifully reveal tone and texture. 
This is paired with soft, yet 
precise, light distribution for 
exceptional visual comfort.

MAXIMUM 

Efficiency

The quality and aesthetics of 
the SR Series are perfectly 
matched with its efficiency. 
With up to 75 LPW—over 
double the efficacy of CFLs—
it delivers higher light levels 
without sacrificing economy. 

IMprESSIVE 

Total Savings

Savings from the SR Series go 
well beyond unused energy.  
A simple, intuitive design mini-
mizes installation time and it’s 
designed to last 75,000 hours, 
virtually eliminating costly 
high-ceiling maintenance.

More Than a Luminaire, the SR Series is a Statement.



Choose Your Style.
A beautiful palette of premium anodized aluminum reflectors offer 

personalized aesthetics. Choose from polished or satin finishes,  

30° or 45° shield angles, and complimentary wall wash options.

Why CrEE?

MODERN INNOVATION,
TIMELESS AESTHETICS. 
Cree TrueWhite® Technology 

Powered by Cree TrueWhite® Technology, the SR6™ downlight delivers 
an exclusive combination of 75 lumens per watt, 90+ CRI, and lifetime 
color consistency. Our quality advantage begins by mixing the light 
from red and Cree® unsaturated yellow LEDs, among the highest- 
performing and most efficient LEDs on the market. Once built, every 
SR6 downlight is then precisely color-tuned for the utmost consistency 
between luminaires. The result is beautiful white light with superior color 
quality using significantly less energy—a true no-compromise solution.

Light Source-Reflector Unity™ Design
The SR6 downlight introduces Light Source-Reflector Unity™ optical 
design, a highly effective design approach that seamlessly integrates 
the LED light source with the reflector to provide flawless aesthetics 
and enhanced optical control. Built around a uniform light source, 
unique attachment features, and specialized reflector optics, the SR6 
downlight provides an exceptionally smooth and non-distracting 
transition from ceiling to light source, free of dark bands and before- 
lamp images. The precisely formed contours and depth of the reflector 
are engineered to then carefully soften the light for an elegant aper-
ture appearance with optimal light distribution.



prOVEn FLIp-CLIp InSTALLATIOn

· Ensures Flush Ceiling Fit

· Simple Twist-Lock Mechanism

· Slides Easily into the Collar

The result: 

The Downlight, Perfected. 
Major technical breakthroughs, combined with carefully-crafted details, 

deliver a rare and perfect balance of subtle luminaire aesthetics and

dramatic light quality, quick installation and long-lasting performance.  
CrEE TrUEWhITE® TEChnOLOgy

· High CRI & High Efficacy

· Beautiful Light Characteristics

· Lifetime Color Consistency

LIghT SOUrCE-rEFLECTOr UnITy™

· Soft, Uniform Light Source  

· Flawless Aperture Appearance 

· Precise Optical Control

1-CLICK ELECTrICAL COnnECTIOn

· Tool-Less Final Assembly  

· Flex Conduit for Tight Spaces 

· Quick Installation

hIgh EFFICIEnCy pOWEr SUppLy

· Robust Performance: PF >0.9

· Integrated Controls Compatibility

· 0-10V Dimming Standard

hIgh-grAdE ALUMInUM rEFLECTOrS

· 30o or 45o Deep Shield Angles 

· Complementary Wall Washers 

· Semi-Specular or Soft-Satin



COnSTrUCTIOn & MATErIALS

•	Durable light engine protects LEDs. Adjustable flip clips provide 
sturdy retention within the collar for flush ceiling fit. Extruded 
aluminum heat sink is integrated to conduct heat away from LEDs 
and transfer it to the plenum space for optimal performance.

•	Rugged pan-style housing enables tool-less final assembly, 
featuring a high efficiency power supply with one-click electrical 
hook-up and adjustable engagement features to accommodate 
different hanger bar options.

•	Field replaceable LED board and heat sink. 
 

OpTICAL SySTEM

•	Within the light mixing chamber, a unique combination of reflective 
and refractive optical components achieves a uniform, comfortable 
appearance while eliminating pixelation and color fringing.

•	Diffusing lens shields direct view of LEDs while the Light Source-
Reflector UnityTM enabled design balances the brightness of 
the luminaire with the ceiling to ensure a low-glare, high angle 
appearance. Deep set diffusing lens also provides more precise 
optical control with greater visual cut-off. 
 

ELECTrICAL SySTEM

Field replaceable, high-efficiency driver and power supply. 
 

rEFLECTOrS 

Robust anodized aluminum reflectors install with easy twist-lock 
mechanism and are available in a variety of high-grade finishing 
options, including 30° and 45° shield angles and wall wash options.

Proven Performance.
Revolutionary Design. 
The SR6™ LED six-inch architectural downlight delivers up to 1800 

lumens of beautiful, high-quality light with superior efficiency. An 

elegant aperture appearance, combined with a variety of color 

temperatures, premium architectural reflectors, and integrated 

controls compatibility, make the SR6 downlight an ideal solution 

for high-end downlight applications.

pErFOrMAnCE SUMMAry

Cree TrueWhite® Technology

Light Source-Reflector Unity™ Design

CrI: 90

CCT: 3000K, 3500K, 4000K

ShIELd AngLES: 30° or 45° and complimentary wall wash options*

dIMMIng: 0-10V dimming to 5%

pOWEr FACTOr > 0.9 nominal

InpUT VOLTAgE: 120V or 277V, 60Hz

LIFETIME: Designed to last 75,000 hours minimum

WArrAnTy: 5 Years

Product specifications subject to change at any time. Visit www.cree.com/lighting  
to find the most up to date information.

*Wall wash options available Fall 2012.

1800 Lumens, 24W
75 LPW

1200 Lumens, 17W
71 LPW

phOTOMETry 

Reference www.cree.com/lighting for detailed photometric data.  
For SR6E-12L multiply by 0.67.

SR6E-18L With SR6T-45-C 

1800 Lumens, 3500K, 45° Shield Angle

Zonal Lumen Summary

Zone Lumens % Lamp Luminaire

0-30 1,291.5 70.8% 70.8%

0-40 1,642.6 90% 90%

0-60 1,783.9 97.8% 97.8%

0-90 1,824.8 100% 100%

Intensity (Candlepower) 
Summary

Angle Mean CP

0° 2177

5° 2196

15° 2012

25° 1116

35° 523

45° 67

55° 17

65° 10

75° 8

85° 6

90° 5

6”

2.75”
4.4”

8”

6”

7.25”

6”

7.25”

SR6  45o Shield Angle SR6  30o Shield Angle

0° 20°

40°

2,300

1,533

767 60°

90°

Graphite Graphite Satin

Bronze Bronze Satin

Champagne Gold Champagne Gold Satin

Pewter Pewter Satin

Wheat Wheat Satin

Black Black Satin

White Paint

Clear SatinClear 

SR Series
LED Architectural Downlight




